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POTENTIAL™GRATITUDE™

21 Days of 
Encouragement



“Although the world is full of suffering, it is also full 
of the overcoming of it.” ~ Helen Keller

WHITE
ANGELICA™



“Let your faith be bigger than your fear.”~ Chelsea Crockett

VALOR™



“Talk about your blessings more than you talk about 
your problems.” ~ Unknown

GRATITUDE™



“You have been assigned this mountain to show others 
it can be moved.”~ Unknown

BELIEVE™



“Just one small positive thought in the morning 
can change your whole day .” ~ Dalai Lama

ENVISION™



“Take the first step in faith. You don’t have to see the whole staircase, 
just take the first step.” ~ Martin Luther King Jr.

MOTIVATION™



“Every day may not be good, but there is something 
good in every day .” ~ Unknown

ABUNDANCE™



“Your physical si ze does not matter. What really 
matters is the si ze of your love, courage, 

and the fire in your soul.” ~ Nicole Addison

INNER CHILD™



“When you see something beautiful in someone, tell them. 
I t may take a second to say, but for them, it could last a lifetime.”

~ Unknown

JOY ™



“Remember - most of your stress comes from the way you respond, not the 
way life is. Adjust your attitude, and all that ex tra stress is gone.”

~ Unknown

STRESS AWAY ™



“Love yourself enough to never lower your 
standards for anyone.” ~ Unknown

ACCEPTANCE™



“Collect moments, not things. Love people, not material. 
Cherish memories, not possessions.” ~ Unknown

CHRISTMAS
SPIRIT ™



“Spread love everywhere you go. Let no one ever come to you 
without leaving happier.” ~ Mother Teresa

CITRUS FRESH™



“Communicate even when it’s uncomfortable or uneasy . 
One of the best ways to heal is simply getting everything out.”

~ Unknown

RELEASE™



Courage begins with you. If you do not care for yourself emotionally, 
you will not have the courage to face anything else in life.”

~ Unknown

TRANSFORMATION™



“You don’t have to be perfect to be amazing.” ~ Unknown

HUMILITY™



“Be gentle with yourself. You’re doing the best you can.” ~ Unknown

FORGIVENESS™



“Tell the negative committee that meets inside your head 
to sit down and be quiet !” ~ Unknown

GROUNDING™



“Instead of asking yourself, ‘Why did this happen to me?’... 
ask yourself, ‘What can I learn from this?’”~ Unknown

AWAKEN™



“A woman is like a tea bag - you can’t tell how strong 
she is until you put her in hot water.” ~ Eleanor Roosevelt

HIGHEST
POTENTIAL™



“Our greatest freedom is the freedom to choose our attitude.”
~ Viktor Franki

FREEDOM™


